ON THE NEW GEOLOGICAL SUR,VEY

OX'

DAR,TMOOR,.

BY A. R. HUNT, M.A., F.L.S., tr'.c.S.
(Read at tsucklhstleigh, 24flr Juty, lgt3.)

IN the course of my occasional geological

to the

communication_r

Devonshire Association, especially since I8g9, I
have often sincerely regretted the^ generLl avoidance c,:
criticism and mutual clorrection ; a"s one result, of thi.
seems to be that geological literature tends toward:
becoming more and more an undigested recorcl of independent, and often discordant opiniois.
Last year the Memoir of the Geological Survey, on tlit
^
Geology
of Dartmoor, w&s published; compiledirom tir:
notes ancl observations of eight distinguisheh geologists.
This nerv Survey Memoir, on the Geology of Dar-tmoor.
provides
for me_ the long-desired opportunity of comparin;
.
my, own local observations rvith those of more e*p"rien.ed
and specially trained worl<ers.
There are, however, one or two special advantage.
enjoyed by those resident in any particular locality. -f.
immense amount, of detailed, and often trivial, evidenc.r
is repeatedly brought before them, which visitors in tht
district will probably not have the chance of seeing at ali_
This evidence is occasionally exceptional and apparentlr
conflicting, not to say contradictory.
I have always received the greatest assistance and courlesy flom the offrcers of the Survey, both officially an,i
individually, and any comments I may have to malie l-i..
be offered in the friendliest spirit possible. Incleed., m-i:
interest in the subject is largely oiving to the fact tha:
Dr. Tea,ll, when petrologist of the Survey, lent me o
collection of the Jermyn Street slides to study at n -;
leisure.

I v'ill first refer to a somewhat important slip due t:
a pure oversight,.
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In describing the Normal Granite, Messrs. Flett and
:tewey w1lf,s-" It is remarkably rich in inclusions, which
-ave been described by Sorby and Hunt. They contain a
-"obile bubble, one or more cubical crystals
and sornetimes
::i-o distinct fluids one within the other " (l,oc. cit. p. ae.
?.eference is made to my paper in the Geologi,cal Mafiazine,
->94,

p.

97.

In that paper, p. 103, tr figure in one illustration five
.-:oups of inclusions, yiz. (I) Quartz in Culm state;
:) quartz in Trorvlesworthite ; (3) quartz in gra,nite
.rau4ed in the English Channel ; (4) Normal Daitmoor
lranite, Heytor quarries ; (5) liquid inclusions in Apatite,
=:rclosed in quartz in Trowlesr,rorthite. Of these five
::-'ecimens, only one is of Dartmcor normai granite ; and
\o- (3), the one with two liquids, is speciEcally .stated
,,te figured " for comytar,isotr, " (p. 104).
_ I have always maintained that tu.o characteristics of
|iutmoor granite are : first,, the very general presence of

..,mmon salt, throughout, the whoie district, and second,
:rre apparent absence of any trace of carbonic acid, which
-. the only second liquid f have ever myself seen in an

:.ilusion.
Dr. Sorby no doubt laid great stress on double liquids
,rd saline inclusions, but I do not remember that he
:=,-orded any occurrence of doublc liquids in the Dartmoor
::e&.

The precise significance of the preserlce or absence of
and liquids, still remains to be ascertained. At
'"
iesent, the facts may be recorded for possible future

:,'.ses

lly own connection with the Dartmoor problem is very
-'uch that of an outsider. As such I have endeavoured tb
:,ey, and follorv the trumpets ; but they have given forth
...,liy uncertain sounds. In recounting my own experience,
- lo not wish to seem unduly frivolous when deaiing with
*, ,rerious a subject. But I feel like a bewildered poppy
.'iite unable to locate the direction r,vhence the rvhisile
nes. To explain. When Mr. W. A. E. Ussher rvas
"ur-eying the district south of the Moor in or about 1888,
r: w&S very much perplexed as to the relation of the
ir:ilrite to the sedimentary rocks, and, in a p&per to this
".,.sociation, he suggested a laccolitic origin, just, as a
,,,:,rking hypothesis, until further information could be
':ained by others who might not suffer like himself
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Assoc., Vol. XX, p. 157).
By the time he had got other geologists well in
after his laccolitic tug, Mr. Ussher entirely abandoned
idea as untenable; and he openly scouted it on the
sion of the Geologists' Association's Dartmoor exc:
in 1899, when I had the privilege to act as guide.
Now, in the Memoir on Dartmoor, we read :" This granite probably forms a gigantic laccolite
intruded. Iake of molten rock, of which the upper
was no great height above the present surface of
Moor
-" (p. 27).
As the elvans penetrate the adjacent, and the
overlying, carboniferous rocks, and the Permian
st,ones were not in existence, I cannot understand m
how that single rock-formation avoided falling into
liquid lake: for very liquid it must have been if we
judge from the way that the granitic material occasio
penetrates the culm rocks, through joint planes appar(

in contact. To avoid this difficulty I

suggestecl

possibility of an ancient foundation-granite, reconsti
in Carboniferous times. The idea being to obtain
foundation on which to deposit the sedimentary rocks.
also to a,ccount'
a,lso
account, lor
for the tine
fine granites
gramtes whrch
which rnvade
invade both
b
normal granite and the sedimentaries. I am not
sufficiently conversant with stratigraphical geology to
derstand why the Geological Surveyors have adopted
hypothesis which their former surveyor deemed inadeqr
But in addition to the laccolitic and founda
ideas, Mr. R,. N. Worth proposed" his well-known
tion that the Dartmoor granite was the source of
of a great volcano of which the present granitic area is
basal remnant.

Lieut.-General McMahon, in 1893, while criticizing
IJssher, suggested that the marginal fine-grained granr
Ussher,
were caused by " traction and friction against the sides
the vent fwhich] broke up the larger crystals and
the heat, and consequent fluidity " (Q.J.G.S.,Yol.

p.

3eB).

This purely volcanic explanation is to my mind
marily vetoed, by the evidence of the liquid inclusions
the temperature of the granitic magma, was not
at any rate on the eastern side of the granite exposuri
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However, " be as't, will," as Devonians say, the Survey
]Iemoir makes no attempt, to judge betwixt Mr' R. N.
Worth, Lieut.-General McMahon, and myself, or to combat, any difficulties ; but falls back on a probable laccolite.

We are thus officially where we were five-and-twenty years
ago'

of the suggestions made in the Survey Memoir
to me most illuminating and explanatory, such, for
instance, that, of snow-slides : but many of the conclusions
seem t'o me at variance with those tr have arrived at and
Some

seem

expressed since I889.

As this Association may reasonably call me to account
ior the views I have published, I rn'il1 endeavour to re-

rier,v a few of those of most' importance.
The report of the excursion of the Geologist's' Association, for wt ict report I am partly responsible as the sole
guide mentioned, will afford a concise basis to start' from.
In the Memoir \ve are told, at the outset,, that' " in no case
,:Io the later veins and masses appear to have been intruded

after the earlier masses had cooled. They therefore blend
and pass into each other at the margins in a very characteristic way
" (p. 27).
-the
occasional absolutely sharp contacts have
Now
ahvays been a strong poin.t with me ; and the following
note will be found in the excursion report :" Leaving Water Rock the party proceeded by . . .
rhe Rev. Preb. Wolfe's privat'e drive . noticing on
rhe way a rema,rkable contact of fine and coarse granite in
.r roadside block . ." (Proc. Geo. Assoc., 1900, p. 430).
The above is one of the cases of absolutely sharp con:acts without any blending or passage whatever. Both
-n t'he Dartmoor and Cornish granites t'hese contacts are
:ometimes sharp even in microscope-sections.
They are sometimes practically as sharp i1 th-e granites
.is in the culm slates, and also as in the single elvan dyke
I discovered. in the greenstone south of Lustleigh, on
Rudge Farm. Whictr- was the newer in the aforemen:ioned c&se, coarse granite or fine, did not appear.
just
The report of t[e Lustleigh Excutsion
'rnder two pages of print, but in that limited-occupies
attenspace
:ion is called. io thelollowing point's of interest', viz':1. Abrupt contact, of elvan with culm rock'
2. Contact of fine and coarse granite.
.
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3. No distinct evidences of glacial action (Mr. Somervai4. Rounded rubble in Peck Pits.
5. Felspar-quartz-schorl vein: the minerals being th,:,:.
of the elvans, but the structure not granitic.
6. Tv'o small and deep rock basins ; formed by t:solvent action of rain-'w,ater, probably acidulated by ti,.
decay of lichens and other vegetation.
7. Split block displaying (a) concretions of two son.
(b) latent planes of rveakness, (c) dissolution of orthoclt:-.
crystals, (d) twin crystals of orthoclase, and (e) rearranl.ment of minerals.
One fact, not, recorded, u'as the'fine-grained crystalli:-.
rock at " Water Rock," with the perfectly idiomorpl-microscopic tourmalines ; figured in my Devonshire As.. ciation paper in 1889, p. 260.
Here we have a round dozen of Dartmoor problems su rmitted to the Geologists' Association in 1899. My uncl.:taking on that da5,1yr. solely to act as guide. I selecteci
picturesque walk, and pointed out facts of interest ; 1,,-:without comment.
So long as geologists absolutely denied the origir-,
character of Dartmoor tourmaline, and the low tempe:.,ture crystallization of granites, I had no common bir-.from which to start. After indicating the split bloch
granite, dispiaying the five features enumerated under I resumed my rdle of timekeeper and guide, and sat c,r
rock till the moment arrived to start for the stati,,:There was nothing else to do under the circumstanc..absolutely nothing. My views rvere unorthodox and u',-,,:,
be considered absurd, but seeing that my rvelcome gu+--woulcl scarcely have been free to express their feeling. ,",
adequate teLms, I avoided. ali expression of heresies.
One of my contentions, and perhaps the most impor:.,,:one, h&s been that in both the veins and in the grar----tourmaline occurs as an original rnineral.
So late as 1909 my friend Mr. A. Harkel, F.R.s., \1'r.:" A u.ell-knov-n type of pneumatolvsis in granitr. .
tourmalinisation " : a,nd further, that, " more usriirl--.
is produced at tire expense of the mica and fel-r."
(The l{atural History of f gneous Roclcs, p. 301).
In the lfemoir N{essrs Flett and Dewey remark on - ] scarcity on Dartmoor of those minerals that implr of these thrIlreumatolytib action of vapours
,

r:
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:ipal are white mica, tourmaline, topaz, and fluor sp&r "
p. 38). They point out the scarcity in the typical Dartuoor granite of whit'e mica, topaz, and fluor spar. Per
:ontr& we may point to the ubiquity of tourmaline, a,s
.ridence that it is not, in this case the product of pneunatolysis, whateyer that conventional term may exactly
area,n ; for it certainly does not mea,n w-hat it says, &s
rases do not dissolve solids.
I have never myself seen & case, in the typical Dartmoor
iranite, of tourmaline replacing mica, but it quite satisfies
lre to flnd the Survey Memoir stating categorically, rvith
rcference to the " Eastern area," that, " Schorl, horvevet,
i: common in many of these veins and appears to be an
,,'riginal constituent: it also occurs as arl original con:tituent in the normal granite " (p. 32).
Tertiary and Drift.
Und.er the above heading, the }lemoir explains the

Dresence of " tumbled rocks," at a, little, distance from
:heir source, by the former presence of snow-s1opes. This
=uggestion seems to me most illuminating ; and it will
'Ispose of one or two very knotty problems.
The large are&, &mounting to acres, of immense masses
,-rl

granite between Foxworthy Bridge and Horsham Steps

where, except when in flood, the river passes entirely out
,f sight) has been t'o myself absolutely inexplicable.

Our member NIr. Harford J. Lowe is quoted as having
that the rocks were swept together by a rush of
.rater when a small stream then passing through the
Lustleigh Cleave Valley " captured " the Bovey, then
nassing in a difierent direction: but these acres of loose
:,rcks, both in the river-bed and buried in the adjacent
:lopes, occur at the commencement of a rapid drop in the
:tream, which drop succeeds a nearly level stretch of
r-alley-deposits. There seems nowhere whence the rocks
,'ould come from up the valley, and no imaginable current
:hat could propel them along the valley-flats. Further,
r still more exaggerated collection of blocks is that at
tsecky Falls, where there was no neighbouring river to
:apture. Now the whole course of the Bovey, from a,
''ttle
above Foxrvorthy to nearly the bottom of the Lust-:igh Cleave Valley, is at the foot of the much-jointed and

.uggested
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shattered granite of the Lustleigh " Cliff," rvhich is tt.
meaning of C1eave. Snow-slopes would exactly suppl-'
t'he machinery to deposit these blocks at' the bottom c:
the valley, and on the way there: just, exact'Iy as and rvher=
\Ye see t'hem to-day.
Reference is made to a small patch of gravel (which ha.
been mapped), lying between Hunter's Tor and Barnecour.
Farm. I believe I v-as the first to call t'he attention,-:
geologists to this gravel, which is quite near Foxv'orth1In the report of the Dartmoor Excursion in 1900, tL=
following record will be found. : " The Director, rvith tt.
vanguard of t'he party, pressed on to exarnine some lar:.
mounds of rounded rubble in Peck Pits . ." (Proc. Gc-.
Assoc., 1900, p. 431). I may mention incidentall5, tha:
as about forty rvere expected to tea, and about seYent:five came, that, diversiorl was a, device to ]essen the stra:on the hot rvater and tea,Pot's !
This gravel seems rather olrer one hundred feet abo:the level of the Bovey, r,r'here the rubble is of exactly tr .
same cha,racter. The Memoir states that " the depo.-]ra,s been rvorked to a depth of about thirty feet' for strea.'
tin, but the d.iggings are now fuli of u'ater " (p. 6.=
There is a large and picturesque pond there, once terrL:
by a countryman " a ghastly place." It has occurred
me that, this pool may have been adapted and arran::'
as the chief rvatering-place for the great " British " C'a''.
on the top of Hunter's Tor. So long as that bulx'ark h.,
out, the rvatering-placc would be quite safe.
The Survey have independentiy come to a similar c :-'
ciusion as to the rubble as myself. They can neit:-.:
accept the tu'o vieu,s proposed, nor put forward an1' a,.-:'
native. " tr\re lthe Surveyors] can only saSz that
gravel exists, bea,rs every appea,rance of being due to r.iction, and is situa,ted at the meirgin of a well-ma:. -r
portion of the 800-foot, platform " (p. 66).
This is true philosophy : t'o resist the ternptatic':expressing & \,ier., rvhen the evidence is entirely irr. :
clusive and perple-ring.
-

"

Glaciers.

We are told that, " there is no evidence v'hatert:
support the popular idea that there v'ere glacier. ir - --,
part of Dart'moor " (the eastern side) (p. 6a).

l

]

i
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I
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-{t the Dartmoor Excursion " Mr. Somervail drew
:ttention to the fact that in the great expanse of Dartmoor,
-r-here there were no distinct, evidences of glacial action,
:here were no tarns, whereas such sheets of water were
rommon in the glaciated regions of Scotland. " (Proc. Geo.
J.ssoc., 1900, p. 431). I was not aware there had been a
ropular idea prevalent that glaciers had existed on Dartlltoor. The absence of evidence has been repeatedly
roticed by difierent geologists.
Kaol'inization

e,nd,

" Rott'ing."

The Memoir draws a distinction between the decomposition of felspar by kaolinization, and. by " rotting." Ililler
"lescribes clay as " the result, of the combined action of air
;nd water upon felspathic and siliceous rocks " (Chemistry,
i864, Voi. II, p. 508). This is an adequate explanation,
.r we recognize the gases (or airs) which, dissolved in water,
:o greatly increase its solvent action.
Describing the plateau south and south-west of More:onhampstead we are told that " the stone is rotten to a
,-'onsiderable depth, but this seems due to superficial
reathering ; the resultant material is nowhere clayey,
but consists of quartz-grains, broken felspars, and frag:rents of granite . . this exceptionally deep superficial
reathering is probably connected with the Tertiary con:ours described in Chapter VII. To the south-.west of the
i-alley of the Bovey River this deep rotting ceases and
:he granite weathers into bold tors
." (p. 31).
At the present moment, as I write, a iength of hedge
rorth of Narramoor Farm is being removed for widening
:he road. This is on the plateau under consideration.
The exposure several feet deep is not only absolutely dis-rtegrated, but, I noticed strata of apparently pure sand,
.uch as might be distributed on flooded flats, rather than
r,r river action. I happened to be driving from }foreton:ampstead to Foxrvorthy, and saw this interesting expo:,rre by chance. Every t'race or vestige of clay seemed to
- ave been removed. The resultant, material is truly not
;.,-re clayey; but, elsewhere, it may be found in all stages
"-i decomposition and distribution.
In the deep cuttings of the old lanes, and on steep
ralley sides, one may sometimes see the components of the
YoL. xr-rr.
2c

ing. The tors came into existence because the
r&ne&rl chemical attack was more active than the
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aerial weathering of rain and frost

some granites are quite proof.

:

against which indeed

Colonel nlacMahon in tggS, in one of those holiday
rvhich great men are so fond of making in
difficult dist,ricts, ignored the chemical evidence entiiely,
and assumed that only the aerial weathering of the tois
n-as effeetive. He also not only accepted the volcanic
character of the Dartmoor granite, but suggested that
certa,in felspars were broken by traction against the vent
of the volcano.
These frequent holiday trips, with no reference to, or
consultation rvith, the local workers, who if noticed are
too often treated r,yith contempt, make one despair of the
progress of geology. I referred to the General s explanation of tors in a, paper in I8g7 (" The Dartmoor Grdnite,,,
?r.ans_. peuon. Assoc., Vol. XXIX, p. 419). Other questions
raised. by General MacMahon are also weighed and cone-s-gurs_lons

sidered.

Roclc Bas,ins.

In the Survey lVlemoir the formation of Rock Basins is
attributed. entirely to the action of wet and dry conditions,
and " frost and thaw." The freshness of the granite
surface is noticed. The presence of lichen is also referred
to 3! tending to prevent the moisture running away
rp.72).
In the Dartmoor Excursion of the Geologists'Association I called attention to two deep little cupsln the granite
,rf Lustleigh Cleave. They are described in the refort as
" two small but deep rock-basins these basini were

rlearly formed-by the solvent action of rain-water, probably.acidulated by the decay of lichens and other veletation "_ (Proc. Geo. Assoc., 1900, p. 432). I may exflain
that their similarity to pot holes in streams, referied sot"ty
to their form, and not of course to their origin.
In the case of water trickling through lurf and then
ryer a slab of granite on the ground level, tbe ,,exceed.-ng freshness " of the granite surfaca aflected is most

crarked.
The energetic action of water charged with carbonic acid
:rom decaying vegetation has long been recognized in the
.:ase

of limestones, but in the case of orthoclase felspar it
to have been entirely overlooked. I feel sure that

:eems
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it is a most important agent, in this superficial d
granite, and extendi
tending as
tion and decomposition of granite,
as the water can penetrate soil and rock.

Bas'ic Segregations and, Inclusions.
Basic segregations are described as occurring as

"

s

cal and spheroidal masses ranging in size from one ir
in diameter to as much as six inches " (p. 41). Their or!
is considered doubtful. The explanation that they "cn
tallized as scattered lumps of small size before the c
solidation of the rest of the magma " is considered
" perhaps the most probable that can be advance,j,
These " contain more biotite than the normal granite
(p. 4t).
Besides these biotite segregations, segregations
schorl and quartz a e common, and these are
assume the hexagonal form of quartz. Of quite a
nature are the inclusions in the granite of fragments
other rocks.
An inclusion of diabase near Widecombe is menti
and a section figured (Plate I, fig. 4). In 1909 I
the occurrence of an inclusion of culm grit in
granite near Lustleigh, with details of composition
Dr. X'lett (Trans. Deaon. Assoc., 1909). This speci:
was imperfectly united to the granite, and was
obviously a foreign fragment. However, the seg
and inclusions are sometimes so very much alike, that
have never discovered any ready way of distingui
them. For instance, I have seen &n apparent segreg;:
exactly replacing a large orthoclase crystal, which --fragmental outline would be indistinguishable to u-..
from an inclusion. A similar grey, fine-grained cr-.--line stone, I have seen replacing coarse granite ''irregular a, way that a fragmental origin was
impossible.

The hypothesis of an earlv crystallization in an or-:to break down in the case of rep
The hypothesis of a secondary partial aqueous
and recrystallization seems to meet the case of the
gations better, and rvill at t'he same time &ccoutr:
m&gm&, seems

replacements.
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" The Granite Roof " of Dartmoor.
Mr. G. Barrow calls attention to patches of altered
:ediment on Leusdon Common, " that formed part of the
,rriginal top or roof of the granite." Also to the " comoarative absence of
. forms of pneumato\rtic action
even in specimens within an inch of the granite ."

,p. 51).
Mr. R,. Hansford Worth has often mentioned to me the
,lccurrence of such patches in other parts of Dartmoor ;
and I hope that he will find time to benefit the science of
zeology with further details of his unique knowledge of
the petrology and rocks of the district.
The proving of this " roof ," though often suspected, is
r fact of cmcial importance on the question of the origin
end character of the Dartmoor granite. The Memoir
asserts categorically that " Culm me&sures extended right,
lcross the granite, at. no great height above the present
.urface " (p. 12).
I will now briefly recapitulate the modern controversy
,rer granite in general and Dartmoor in particular.
In 1894 I submitted. an a,rticle to the Geological Magaz,ine,
:or which the late Mr. R,. N. Worth generously lent me
ris process block illustrating his theory of the Dartmoor
. olcano. I shorved that there had been four theories of
Dartmoor, viz. the ordinary plutonic, IIr. Ussher's 1ac-'olitic, Mr. Worth's volcanic, and lastly an hypothesis
:rst' suggested by myself, and then adopted. for entirely
ifferent reasons by lVIr. Ussher, viz. that, " the genesis of
:he Devon and Cornish granites resulted from the
:retamorphism,in situ of pre-existing rocks of pre-Devonian
.3e. . . . " (cited by Gen. MacMahon, Q.J.G.S., Yol. XLIX,
1,. 385).

General }IacMahon's hypothesis was far more extreme
:ran Mr. Worth's view of a great, plutonic reservoir of

; which of course might assume a granitic
in the course of plutonic cooling. General

-:olten matter

raracter

:'IacMahon predicated a volcanic vent, against the sides
- rvhich the plutonic granite crystals were broken up by
-rilction and friction (see loc. ci,t., p. 393).

\o objection to this astounding theory 'was raised in
-:-e discussion at the Geological Society, though the
:- 'nest, attempts of myself, supported independently by
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Mr. Ussher, to find a possible explanation of the proble:*
were treated with marked contempt'.
One great, petrologist,, while ta,king exception to Gene: ..
MacMahon's explanation of bedded structure, is reporteas saying, that,, "In all other points he quite agreed ri'i:,the author " (Q.J.G.5., Vol. XLIX, p. 396).
I am t'hankful to say that I have protested all alorthough Mr. Ussher and I stood absolutely alone. The u' qualified assertion of the Geologicai Survey that " Cul:measures &re extended entirely across the granite
topples over General MacMahon's volcanic cone and lasai
completely, though it does not to the same degree dispoof Mr. Worth's Dartmoor volcano. Mr. Worth did n
rely on orthoclase granites having ever been erupti';.
lavas, but mainiained that the volcanic rocks and er-dences had been almost, entirely swept a\.l'ay.
However, I may submit from my own strictly person:.point of view that the volcanic theory is not so strong as ::
once was, w-hile the view apparent'ly then accepted by tt:
Geological Society is absolutely pulverized.
What vier,v, then, now holds the field ? The Survevt.have returned to the laccolite theory ; the one'u,-hich aftt:
having been tentatively suggested. by IIr. Ussher in o-.:
Transactions, w'&s by him formally repudiated, for strai:graphical reasons, as alread.y mentioned. In short', )I:
Ussher formulated the laccolite : l{r. Ussher abandorit I
the laccolite : General Macmahon formulated the volcar
cone : the Geological Surveyors ignore t'he volcano ar-readopt the laccolite, without, horvever, revierving eith=:
Mr. Ussher's objections to t'hat, vierv or my o$rn ; obj..tions which were so independent, of each other that I a:not fully clear as to Mr. IJssher's reasons ; nor did ll:
Ilssher ever meddle much with petrological and phvsi-..
reasons.

Were I asked why the Geological Surr.eyors ha-'.
Mr. IJssher abandoned, a,fter l,-:-:
years of puzzling over the stratigraphical evidenco oD i::
borders of Dartmoor, I must honestly affrrm that I do :- :
ad.opted. the view which

know: I have no idea.
The Geological Survey Memoir is a most, valu,i.,.
contribution to the study of Dartmoor, and not the --so because it is the joint contribution of many ni. I'
and not, the cast-iron decision of a final court, of apl;."-
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lloreover,

it

gives

a very full list of

papers on the

subject.

The members of the Geological Survey have always
been most kind and friendly towards myself in every
possible way ; and I h'ave noticed that owing to their
being always in contact with nature and tackling new work,
there has been very little indeed of that professional contempt for amateur efiorts which I have so much deplored
in other directions. However, there is one thing I must
say, and that is that I greatly regret that our great London
geologists have apparently made a practice of not conferring with local workers. The Devonshire men have
for generations, as father and son, or master and pupil,
striven with Devonshire problems. Their u.ork has
usually been ignored, or rather perhaps their olrn existence.

It was unfortunate that General MacMahon should spend
a few weeks near Tavistock, and then write merely, " Notes
on Dartmoor," promulgating new views on ma,ny different
points, and not only not associating himself with the local
men, but, giving rise to a rather depressing style of criticism of third parties; ancl now a,gain, in this recent
Survey, the local men have had no opportunity even to
call the attention of the Surveyors to their own particular difficulties, in their own particular neighbourhoods ;
vet two independent points discussed in the }femoir, viz.
Horsham Steps and the gravel north of Hunter's Tor,
are, the one close to my farm of X'oxworthy on the south,
and the other hard. by on the norbh. I should have liked
to have met the Surveyor at, each place, as I believe that
in both cases the explanations entertained, though not
necessarily end.orsed., are rather against the evidence.
\ stranger to any district is bound to miss much collateral
evidence which local men may, in course of years, take
note of, and store up in their minds. What seems obvious
at first sight may often seem less certain when collateral
evidence comes along.

Before closing I must plead one word in self-defence.
-\ letter in the May number of the Geological Xlagazine
commences

with the ssnf,sngs-('If Mr. A. R. Hunt

desires

to be an effective critic and not a mere needless faultfinder, he should not base an argument on ancient
lristory and ignore modern research
p. 236).

"

(Geo. Mag., L9L3,
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Fault-finding rather implies personal censure; but as
the case of the practice of the law, scientific opponer
may, well challenge alleged facts, and even disagree
conclusions without the smallest implication of cer
For instance, in my present examination of the
tions and conclusions of my friends of the C
Survey, I am not conscious of any desire io censure
nor elren to influence their opinions. My desire is
to check and test, my own conclusions: to hold fast
which is good and to aband.on everything else.

